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RIO DE JANEIRO: Argentina set up a mouth-water-
ing Copa America semi-final against hosts Brazil as
goals from Lautaro Martinez and Giovani Lo Celso
secured a 2-0 quarter-final victory over Venezuela on
Friday. Martinez gave Argentina a 10th minute lead
with a clever back flick between his legs and substi-
tute Lo Celso secured the victory 16 minutes from
time, pouncing on a mistake by Venezuela’s goalkeep-
er Wuilker Farinez at Rio de Janeiro’s Maracana stadi-
um. It was another improved performance from Lionel
Scaloni’s team who have grown into this tournament
since beginning with a 2-0 defeat to Colombia and a
1-1 draw with Paraguay. They are bidding to end a 26-
year wait for a major international trophy.

“We’re Argentina and when there are knock-out
matches, it makes us strong,” said Sergio Aguero, who
had a hand in both goals. “It won’t be easy in any way
(against Brazil) but we’re Argentina and we’ll try to do
justice to the jersey.”

Argentina started like a team determined to claim
the prize at stake: a semi-final against their great rivals
Brazil. Martinez played in Aguero in the inside right
channel after just three minutes but the Manchester
City forward’s low cross-shot was blocked by goal-
keeper Farinez’s foot.

Argentina should have gone in front when German
Pezzella ran unmarked onto a flick-on at the back post
but he seemed surprised and couldn’t react in time
with the goal gaping. There was constant pressure on
the Venezuelan backline as Argentina won a succes-
sion of corners.

They had 80 percent of possession in the first 10
minutes and sure enough, Venezuela cracked. Aguero’s
angled shot was heading well off target as it skidded
into a crowd of players, but Martinez instinctively
flicked it between his legs, nutmegging an unsighted
Farinez. It was the least Argentina deserved after such
a furious start but gradually Venezuela started to set-
tle and get a foothold in the match. “We struggled to
get a foothold in the match and by the time we got
going, we were already behind and facing an uphill
battle,” complained Venezuela coach Rafael Dudamel.

“Undoubtedly when looking back (on the tourna-
ment) we’ll have a lot more positives than negatives,”
he added. Chances were few and far between but
Pezzella got up well to meet a Lionel Messi free-kick,
only to head well over the top.

Defenders were proving the most dangerous play-
ers on the pitch and Jhon Chancellor rose highest to
head over from a corner at the other end. In first half
injury time, Martinez almost had a second put on a
plate for him by Marcus Acuna, but Roberto Rosales
whisked it off his toe at the back post, four yards from
goal as Argentina finished the half with another burst
of attacking intent.

Argentina made another fast start to the second
half with Farinez having to punch away a wicked
inswinging free-kick from Leandro Paredes, whose
slide-rule pass then sent Martinez scampering into the
box only to lash his shot against the outside of the
post. Aguero bundled through a number of flimsy
challenges but overran the ball and Farinez gathered.
In Darwin Machis, Venezuela had a left winger with
the beating of his marker Juan Foyth but the
‘Vinotinto’ (‘Red wine’) were unable to get him into
the game.

And when they did, Foyth twice got away with
robust challenges on the speedy forward inside the
box. The chance Venezuela had been waiting for came
on 71 minutes when Tomas Rincon picked out Ronald
Hernandez eight yards from goal at an angle, but he
rushed his pushed volley and goalkeeper Franco
Armani made a smart save.—AFP
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Rapinoe knocks out hosts and 
fires USA into WCup s-finals

PARIS: Megan Rapinoe stole the headlines again as her
brace took the United States through to the semi-finals
of the women’s World Cup on Friday, the holders beat-
ing France 2-1 in Paris to puncture the hopes of the host
nation.

Rapinoe’s free-kick five minutes into this quarter-
final evaded a sea of bodies in the box on its way into
the net to stun the home crowd at the Parc des Princes.
The USA then soaked up pressure before delivering the
knockout blow midway through the second half when
Rapinoe turned in Tobin Heath’s centre, although
Wendie Renard pulled a goal back late on for France to
set up a tense finish. 

Jill Ellis’s team held on and they go through to a
semi-final against England in Lyon next Tuesday as
they seek to retain their crown and win a fourth World
Cup in eight editions. “This is so special to beat the
host nation in the Parc des Princes. You can’t ask for
any more than this,” said Rapinoe.

The pink-haired Rapinoe has been crucial on the
field in this run, while dominating headlines off it thanks
to her spat with President Donald Trump over her
refusal to attend any post-tournament reception at the
White House. The 33-year-old had already scored
twice in the win over Spain in the last round. Here, she
took her tally for the tournament to five goals on the
occasion of her 157th cap. 

Meanwhile, France will leave their own tournament
with more than a few regrets. Ellis praised the hosts,
saying: “That’s a fantastic team we played tonight,
and that is the most intense match I have ever been a
part of.”

Nevertheless, that will be scant consolation for them.
They were the only team to defeat the USA in the two
years leading up to the World Cup and they did not

really do themselves justice here before an expectant
crowd. 

Coach Corinne Diacre had been set the target of
going all the way to the final on home soil, yet that
always looked a tall order from the moment the draw
was made last December and they were set on a quar-
ter-final collision course with the best team in the
world.

“It’s a failure in a footballing sense, we can’t hide
from that. We are far from fulfilling our objective,” said
Diacre. “I hope we at least won people’s hearts tonight
and since the start of the tournament.”

Only once before had they even made it to the semi-
finals, and for the second World Cup running their
adventure ends in the last eight, the same stage at
which they went out of the 2016 Olympics and the last
three European Championships.

Having started this tournament with a first-half blitz
against South Korea in the opening game, Les Bleues
never really reached the same heights again. The coun-
try’s leading sports daily L’Equipe had called this “the
challenge of a lifetime”, and in that context conceding
the opening goal so early on a sweltering Parisian
evening was a disaster.

Alex Morgan was fouled by Griedge Mbock outside
the area to the USA left, and Rapinoe’s low delivery
went in without taking a touch, passing through the
legs of France skipper Amandine Henry en route. The
home side then had lots of the ball but rarely really
troubled USA goalkeeper Alyssa Naeher.

Their opponents had not created much either,
although they made their intent clear right at the start
of the second half as a Samantha Mewis strike drew a
fine save from Sarah Bouhaddi, who then did well to
keep out Heath’s follow-up.

The second goal arrived in the 65th minute, with
Morgan and Heath combining down the right before the
latter’s ball across goal was turned in by Rapinoe.
France did not give up and set up a frenzied finale as

they reduced the deficit nine minutes from time, Renard
evading her marker to head in Gaetane Thiney’s flighted
free-kick for her fourth goal of the tournament. But the
USA saw out the victory. — AFP

PARIS: United States’ forward Megan Rapinoe (L) fights for the ball with 16 France’s goalkeeper Sarah
Bouhaddi during the France 2019 Women’s World Cup quarter-final football match between France and
United States,  at the Parc des Princes stadium in Paris. — AFP
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CAIRO: Egypt legend Wael Gomaa has praised
superstar Mohamed Salah and criticised coach
Javier Aguirre before the Africa Cup of Nations
hosts confront Uganda in Group A today. “We
depend on Salah and Trezeguet (Mahmoud Hassan)
in attack, the determination of midfielder Tarek
Hamed and brilliant defender Ahmed Hegazy,” said
the beIN Sports analyst.

“We have no tactics or strategy. Aguirre is so bad
with his line-ups and substitutions,” added the former
Egypt and Al Ahly centre-back, who retired five years
ago. Here, AFP Sport previews the final matches in
Group A and Group B with record seven-time champi-
ons Egypt and Nigeria already sure of last-16 places.

EGYPT V UGANDA
This will be the fifth Cup of Nations clash between

the countries and Egypt are set to maintain a perfect
record and finish top of the table in Cairo. Mexican

Aguirre was puzzled by the second-half loss of tempo
in a midweek win over the Democratic Republic of
Congo and is considering making changes. “Many
players appeared exhausted against the Congolese
and need rest, so I am considering introducing new
faces against Uganda.” Uganda lie second and are set
to reach the knockout phase of a Cup of Nations for
the first time since 1978 whatever the result.   

DR CONGO V ZIMBABWE
Although the Congolese have suffered two-goal

losses to Uganda and Egypt, they could still sneak into
the second round as one of the best four third-place
teams if they win in Cairo. Woeful against Uganda, the
Congolese were much better in their second outing
and struck the woodwork twice when falling to Egypt.
“After the unacceptable performance we produced
against Uganda, the boys played a great game against
Egypt and will  fight for three points against
Zimbabwe,” vowed coach Florent Ibenge. Taking a
point against Uganda means Zimbabwe are better
placed than DR Congo to survive, provided the likes of
captain Knowledge Musona finish better and secure
maximum points.

NIGERIA V MADAGASCAR
Nigeria are through to the second round after two

single-goal Group B victories in coastal city Alexandria
and debutants Madagascar should also progress. In the
likely event that the Indian Ocean islanders lose to the
three-time champions, they still look good to book a
last-16 place as one of the four best third-place finish-
ers.  It would be remarkable achievement for a nation
ranked so low that they had to beat Sao Tome e
Principe just to reach the qualifying competition for the
2019 Cup of Nations. Nigeria coach Gernot Rohr was
thrilled that the winner against Guinea followed a cor-
ner, saying: “We have spent a lot of time during training
practising corner-kick situations.”

BURUNDI V GUINEA
Guinea, whose best Cup of  Nations finish was sec-

ond behind Morocco in Ethiopia 43 years ago, must
defeat debutants Burundi in Cairo to avoid a shock
early exit.  Belgian coach Paul Put axed goalkeeper Aly
Keita after an error-riddled draw with Madagascar
and the side performed much better despite losing to
Nigeria. “We have made things difficult for ourselves,”
admitted Put, who took outsiders Burkina Faso to the
2013 final won by Nigeria. “We must beat Burundi to
stand a chance of qualifying.” Burundi need a win to
have any chance of surviving and are looking to score
for the first time in the tournament after losing twice to
late second-half goals.  —AFP
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SAO PAULO: Champions Chile maintained their hopes
of a third straight Copa America victory after beating
Colombia on penalties on Friday to reach the semi-
finals. Chile could have won the game in normal time
but had two goals ruled out for marginal decisions in a
scoreless draw, before Alexis Sanchez stroked home the
winning spot-kick.

It was just rewards for the champions after dominat-
ing a match in which Colombia held on thanks to a cou-
ple of tight VAR calls. Charles Aranguiz had a goal
ruled out in the first half for a marginal offside against
Sanchez in the build up to the move.

And after Arturo Vidal shot low into the far corner
on 70 minutes, that was chalked off for a handball
against Guillermo Maripan, who had teed up the
Barcelona midfielder. Following eight successful penal-
ties, William Tesillo casually put his effort wide for
Colombia, leaving Sanchez to be the hero, as the
Manchester United forward continues to make up in
Brazil for a dreadful club season.

“We dominated practically the whole match. It was a
great match against a team with a lot of quality,” said
Vidal. “We scored two goals that unfortunately VAR
annulled. We deserved to have won in normal time, we
couldn’t, but we managed to score the five penalties
and went into the next round.”

They will face either Uruguay, who beat them 1-0 in
the group stages tomorrow, or Peru in Wednesday’s
semi-final in Porto Alegre. “Penalties are more in the
hands of God than the players, that’s the way they’ve
always been and always will be,” moaned Colombia
coach Carlos Queiroz.

The first half was dominated by Chile’s 16th minute
goal being controversially disallowed. Jean Beausejour
made a surging, overlapping run down the left and his
inviting cross was spilled by Arsenal goalkeeper David
Ospina after Davinson Sanchez got in his way, allowing
Aranguiz to nip in and slot home from a tight angle.

But much to the bemusement of many watching, the
referee consulted VAR and the goal was chalked off for
the most marginal of offsides. Until then, Colombia had
been the better side. On five minutes, a Radamel Falcao
cushioned header found Roger Martinez but the for-
ward wanted an extra touch and his goal-bound volley
was charged down.

James Rodriguez then had a free-kick in a danger-

ous position but failed to clear the defensive wall.
Ospina made an incredible one-handed save on 12 min-
utes to keep out an Eduardo Vargas header from a Jose
Fuenzalida cross, but it wouldn’t have counted anyway
as the ball was deemed to have been out of play.

Soon after the disallowed goal tempers flared as
Sanchez squared up to Wilmar Barrios, only to then find
himself face-to-face with Colombia’s giant center-back
Yerry Mina. Chile were by now in control of proceed-
ings and Maripan headed over from a Beausejour cross.

The champions were buzzing and Mauricio Isla
threaded a through ball to Vargas, whose shot was
blocked by a sliding Mina. Chile were looking increas-
ingly threatening as Sanchez fired wide, Fuenzalida had
a shot blocked and Vidal went closest yet with a curler
from 18 yards.

Colombia made a bright opening to the second peri-
od as Rodriguez curled a free-kick into the side-netting
and Juan Cuadrado sliced well wide on a rapier count-
er-attack. Ospina was having a jittery performance and
needed two attempts to gather a long range Vargas
strike. The best chance of the match came on the hour
when Aranguiz slipped in Sanchez behind the defence
but under pressure from a backtracking Davinson
Sanchez, the Manchester United forward sliced his shot
horribly wide.

When Chile had the ball in the net again on 70 min-
utes after Vidal fired home through a forest of legs into
the far corner, Argentine referee Nestor Pitana again
signaled to VAR and Colombia were reprieved for the
second time.

Chile continued to boss proceedings right to the end
but in the shoot-out it was third time lucky as not even
VAR could deny them victory this time. —AFP

ALEXANDRIA: Nigeria coach Gernot Rohr pledged
to ring the changes for his team’s final Africa Cup of
Nations group game against surprise package
Madagascar to stoke competition in the squad. The
Super Eagles are guaranteed a place in the last 16 but
need a point today in Alexandria to secure top spot in
Group B and set up a meeting with a third-place fin-
isher in the next round.

“It’s important to finish first of the group, it’s better
to play a team in third than second so we will do all to
finish top,” Rohr told reporters at a pre-match news
conference in the Mediterranean city.

“We have our scout watching a lot of games in
Cairo. We have to prepare to play against a good
team. It could be South Africa, DR Congo or maybe
Cameroon so in all cases it will be a very tough match
in the round of 16, but we’re not there yet and are
focused on the game tomorrow.”

“Will I make changes? Yes, because I want to put
everyone under pressure and have that competition in
each position. We’ll see in the last training tonight
which changes we will do,” he added. Madagascar are
well positioned to reach the knockout stages in their
debut in the competition after collecting four points
from their opening two games.

“It will be a really interesting match against a team
that has a lot of offensive qualities. I think it will also
be a ‘final’ in the group, the winner will be top and
that’s a big motivation for us.”  Nigeria forward
Ahmed Musa said morale in the squad was good
despite a training strike earlier in the week over
unpaid bonuses.

“I dont think there’s anything separating the team
in camp,” said Musa. “We have to fight for our coun-
try and we have to work very hard. “Each game is
more important and we are improving each game and
I think the next game will be even better.” 

A draw would send Madagascar through as run-
ners-up but coach Nicolas Dupuis, who combines
the role with his job a French fourth division club
Fleury, insists the Indian Ocean islanders aren’t quite
there yet. “I’m very proud of my players, they’ve all
been very good,” said Dupuis. “We’ve played in our
first CAN, got our first point and first win. “We’re
not yet qualified for the last 16 so I’m not going to
try and calculate things. It would be a shame for it to
end here.”— AFP
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SAO PAULO: Colombia’s Duvan Zapata (L) and Chile’s
Gary Medel vie for the ball during their Copa America
football  tournament quarter-final match at the
Corinthians Arena in Sao Paulo, Brazil. — AFP


